
Fill in the gaps

What You're Made Of by Lucie Silvas

Just like I predicted

We're at the point of no return

We can't go backwards

And no corners have been turned

I can't control it

If I  (1)________  or if I swim

'Cause I chose the waters that I'm in

And it makes no difference

Who is  (2)__________  or wrong

I  (3)______________   (4)________   (5)________  than this

'Cause there's  (6)________  one thing I want

If it's not what you're made of

You're not what I'm looking for

You were willing but unable

To give me anymore

There's no way you're changing

'Cause some  (7)____________  will just never be mine

You're not in  (8)________  this time

But it's alright

(Oh... oh... oh...)

I hear you talking

But your  (9)__________  don't  (10)________  a thing

I doubt you ever

Put your heart in anything...

It's not much to ask for

To get back  (11)________  I put in

But I chose the  (12)____________  that I'm in

And it makes no difference

Who is right or wrong

I deserve much more  (13)________  this

'Cause there's only one thing I want

If it's not what you're made of

You're not what I'm looking for

You were  (14)______________  but unable

To give me anymore

There's no way you're changing

'Cause some things will just  (15)__________  be mine

You're not in  (16)________  this time

But it's alright

What's  (17)________  definition of the one?

(Oh...)

What you really want him to become?

(Oh...)

No matter what I sacrifice it's still never enough

Just  (18)________  I predicted

I will sink before I swim

'Cause  (19)__________  are the waters  (20)________  I'm in

(oh...)

If it's not  (21)________  you're  (22)________  of

You're not  (23)________  I'm looking for

You were willing but unable

To give me anymore

There's no way you're changing

'Cause  (24)________  things  (25)________  just 

(26)__________  be mine

You're not in  (27)________  this time

You're not in love this time

You're not in love  (28)________  time
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. sink

2. right

3. deserve

4. much

5. more

6. only

7. things

8. love

9. words

10. mean

11. what

12. waters

13. than

14. willing

15. never

16. love

17. your

18. like

19. these

20. that

21. what

22. made

23. what

24. some

25. will

26. never

27. love

28. this
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